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INTRODUCTION
In our Autumn 2017 edition of the Herbert Smith Freehills European
Private Equity Review we highlight legal developments with particular
significance for European financial sponsors and share our experience
of trends across the European private equity landscape and opportunities
for potential growth.
In the following articles we highlight the latest
market trends, with a particular focus on
investment activity by private equity sponsors
beyond traditional majority management
buyout activity, such as the increased
prevalence of minority investments by private
equity and the effects of shareholder activists´
on private equity deal-making.
With an ever increasing number of high
profile minority investments in technology and
online platforms by private equity, in our first
article, Hayley Brady and Clare Hubert
examine the key due diligence considerations
which should be at the forefront of a private
equity investor´s mind as they seek to tap into
this rapidly growing market.
In our second article, continuing the theme
of minority investments, Mark Geday and
Joseph Dennis consider the key differences
between a minority investment and a
traditional majority buyout by a private equity
fund - in particular how a private equity
investor will need to ensure its investment is
adequately protected and that its route to exit
is clear when contemplating taking a
non-control minority stake.

Our third article, by Gavin Davies and
Mark Bardell, looks at the trend of increased
shareholder activism in Europe and the
opportunities and potential pitfalls it presents
for private equity. Shareholder activists are
agents of change and represent a potential
catalyst for private equity deal-making.
However, any optimism stemming from this
development should be tempered by the
potential for shareholder activists to both
compete with, and target, private equity
in public markets.
The final article by Paul Ellerman considers
the different means by which to reward and
incentivise management where traditional
‘co-investment’ and ‘sweet equity' models
may not be available or appropriate.

Although many questions
about how Brexit will take
shape still remain, some clarity
has been brought to the issue
of how the UK proposes to
leave the EU in recent months.
With the benefit of this
improving visibility, the fifth
edition of our legal guide,
looking at the implications of
Brexit in light of recent actions
by the UK Government,
Parliament and the courts, can
be found on our website at:
www.herbertsmithfreehills.com/
latest-thinking/brexit-sector-andlegal-perspectives
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INVESTING IN ONLINE
PLATFORMS: KEY DILIGENCE
CONSIDERATIONS
Booking your latest holiday? Ordering a pizza? Selecting your new sofa?
The chances are you will be using an online platform. The growth of online
platforms, as part of the on-demand economy, is on a constant upwards
trajectory and activities centred around online platforms, where independent
sellers can offer goods or services directly to customers, are attracting
significant consumer attention and spending. This has led to increased
investor appetite and we anticipate that this appetite is only going to
increase. Online platforms are unrestrained by geographical boundaries,
have low cost barriers to entry and offer the potential for considerably
lucrative returns by “bring[ing] together consumers and producers, allowing
trades that would otherwise not happen.”1 This is reflected in consumer
spending on e-commerce platforms, which has experienced significant
year-on-year growth since 2011 with continued steady growth forecast
for 2018 and 2019 (see chart below).
Today, online platforms operate across
all number of industries, from consumer
goods to financial services and travel to
crowdfunding. Online platforms differ in size,
industry, sector, purpose and business model
and, for that reason, attempting to encapsulate
the diverse range of players in this space in a
one-size-fits-all definition is a difficult exercise.
Given the breadth of the online platform
space, in this article we will focus primarily
on due diligence considerations relevant to
investments in relatively mature online
platform companies in the direct-to-consumer

sector that are rapidly growing and looking for
capital to expand and improve current
operations or enter new markets to accelerate
growth. These include, for example, platforms
such as Farfetch (fashion), Made.com
(furniture and homewares) and OpenTable
(restaurant reservation services).
The appetite for investing in
online platforms
The European Parliament recently recognised
that online platforms play “a prominent role in
the creation of ‘digital value’ that underpins
future economic growth in the EU.”2
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1. Benefits of Online Platforms, Oxera report
for Google (October, 2015) <www.oxera.
com/getmedia/84df70f3-8fe0-4ad1b4ba-d235ee50cb30/
The-benefits-of-online-platforms-mainfindings-(October-2015).pdf.aspx?ext=.
pdf>
2. Opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs –
on online platforms and the Digital Single
Market, for the Committee on Industry,
Research and Energy and the Committee
on the Internal Market and Consumer
Protection, (2016/2276(INI) pg. no. 18 (8
May, 2017) <www.europarl.europa.eu/
sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//
NONSGML+REPORT+A8-20170204+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN>
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“The explosion in recent years
in the number of disruptive
online platforms has resulted in
increased opportunity for
investment activity both in the
EU and further afield.”

But with increased opportunity comes
increased competition. We have witnessed
first-hand the strong competition for
investment in successful platforms. Couple
this with the allure of backing young
entrepreneurs with innovative mindsets
and high risk appetites and all of a sudden
we are in a brave new world where everyone
wants a piece of the action.
As noted by Mark Geday and Joseph
Dennis in their later article, with so much
competition, private equity investors are
increasingly embracing the idea of true
non-control minority stakes (ie,
shareholdings of less than 50%) and it is
clear from the level of market activity in this
space that the appetite for minority
investments in online platforms is high.
The last 12 months alone have seen a
number of reports of private equity firms
acquiring minority stakes in all types of
online platforms operating in Europe and in
the UK. One high profile example in early
2016 involved the acquisition of a minority
stake by Vitruvian Partners in Skyscanner,
the online travel metasearch platform.
Skyscanner was subsequently acquired by
Ctrip for £1.4 billion in late 2016.
In July 2017, Mayfair Equity Partners
acquired a minority stake in
SuperAwesome, a digital marketing
platform enabling brands to advertise to
children. It was reported that their
investment will enable the platform to
expand into new territories and develop
new solutions.

Diligence conducted by
minority investors
Even though a minority investor knowingly
enters into a relationship where the existing
shareholders will not cede majority control,
this should in no way diminish the
importance of having an understanding of
the financial, operational and legal risks of
the prospective investment.
The type and intensity of the diligence
conducted by a prospective minority investor
is likely to significantly differ from that of a
majority acquirer, where one would expect to
see detailed analysis of a broad range of legal,
financial and commercial issues. In addition,
an acquirer taking 100% of a target will look
for synergies and ways to transition the
business, likely incorporating it into its existing
business model. In contrast, a minority
investor will generally invest with a view to
supporting or accelerating growth, potentially
to IPO, and is therefore less likely to be
concerned with (or have as much influence on)
the control of the target´s day-to-day
operations. A minority investor will want
assurance that the target is generally in good
health and being managed in the right way and
by the right people, minimising the risk of any
regulatory or reputational risks for the investor,
while protecting its investment and
maximising its potential return.
Diligence considerations for
prospective minority investors
There are a number of interesting
commercial and legal issues that a

prospective minority investor will need to
consider as part of its diligence exercise.
For the purposes of this article, we have
selected five key considerations.

What is the target´s real value?

In terms of protecting and realising a
return on its investment, a minority private
equity investor should consider the rights
attaching to the investment itself and the
rights of other investors as set out in the
investment documents. Relevant areas for
such due diligence include liquidation
preferences, drag and tag rights and
general rights and obligations on an exit.
These issues are considered in more detail
in Mark Geday and Joseph Dennis´article
later in this edition.
Beyond the rights attaching to an investment
itself, a prospective investor will need to
understand where a target´s real value lies.
While the originality and innovativeness (and
therefore the ‘disruptive power’) of an online
platform are significant factors in assessing
the value of a target, a significant amount of
the real value of an investment may be less
obvious to an outsider. It may be that the real
value of an online platform lies, for example, in
the industry reputation of one or more of the
founders or in the business opportunities
presented by a founder or key employee´s
network and business contacts.
Gaining an understanding of the relationships
that underpin the business cannot be
overstated. A minority investor should
understand who the key people are in the
business and what the outlook is on those
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“The growth of online
platforms, as part of the
on-demand economy, is
on a constant upwards
trajectory...”

people´s level of influence and control over the
day-to-day operations of the target, as well as
the likelihood and impact of such key people
exiting the business.
Other considerations include whether the
founder is carrying out activities outside of the
business that could compromise or diminish
the value of the target if the founder were to
leave. A minority investor will want to ensure
that the right people and structures are in
place to protect and secure the target´s real
value for the duration of their investment.

What legal and regulatory landscape
does the target operate in and what
is its compliance structure?
Legal landscape

A prospective minority investor should be
aware of the potential legal exposure of its
investment in the jurisdictions in which the
target business operates. An investor will need
to assure itself that the target is, and is capable
of being, compliant with local laws and has
adequate structures and processes in place to
minimise its exposure to material legal
or reputational risks.
As part of this line of enquiry, a prospective
investor will wish to understand who the
ultimate consumers of the goods or services
supplied via the online platform are and where
those consumers are physically located, in
order to consider compliance with consumer
protection laws. For example, if goods or
services are being provided directly to EU
customers via the online platform, EU

consumer protection laws will apply. However,
different consumer protection laws may apply
in different ways to the same products where
the target also supplies goods or services to
customers outside the EU (for example, a
jurisdiction may have minimum age
requirements for the purchase or consumption
of particular products which do not apply in
other jurisdictions). The extent of diligence
required in this respect will depend on the
nature of the products or services offered.

Regulatory landscape

A prospective minority investor should be
aware of the regulatory framework within
which the target platform operates and will
wish to understand whether the structures the
target has in place (if any) to comply with that
regulatory framework are adequate. This is
relevant for an investor not merely because of
value considerations, but from a reputational
perspective – where an investment is public,
non-compliance by a company in which an
investment has been made may well impact
on an investor´s own market standing.
If an online platform offers goods or services
in a highly-regulated industry (such as
financial or travel services), this will influence
the target´s business strategy, costs and
opportunities for growth, particularly if the
platform makes those goods or services
available in a number of different jurisdictions,
each with their own unique requirements.
It is difficult to predict significant regulatory
change, not least because it is often the
disruption caused by successful online

platforms which is the catalyst for regulatory
change itself (as we have seen in recent years
in cities around the world where new rental
laws have been introduced to deal with
industry disruption caused by online platforms
such as Airbnb).
Nevertheless, if the target operates
in an industry that is unregulated or subject to
minimal regulation, a prospective investor
should assess the likelihood of regulatory
change during the planned period of
investment (government or industry
discussions on potential regulatory controls
may be a good starting point).
A jurisdiction in which an online platform
operates may, in and of itself, provide sufficient
certainty that regulatory change is likely – the
EU, for example, is renowned as a jurisdiction
with strong digital regulations as compared to
other parts of the world.

What is the target´s liability position
and the related reputational risk?
A target should understand what the risk
(legal and reputational) is to its business if, for
example, a supplier fails to deliver a product or
a customer complains about the quality of a
product supplied.
Many online platforms (and the academic
discourse that surrounds them) are grappling
with how liability applies to players in the
digital world, especially in circumstances
where online platforms act as intermediaries
between suppliers and consumers without a
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contact with government officials) and
therefore may not have in place robust
anti-bribery and corruption policies. There are
however significant legal and reputational
risks which can arise where a business is not
compliant with anti-bribery and corruption
laws (or does not have adequate policies in
place) especially given the extra-territorial
application of legislation such as the UK
Bribery Act and US Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act. In light of this, investors would be
well-advised to check the target´s anti-bribery
and corruption compliance status.

What is the target´s position on IP
and data?

In many circumstances, the ownership
(or otherwise) of critical intellectual property
and data will affect the value of an online
platform. Again, for risk and reputational
reasons, the type of information and the way
it is exchanged between customers, the
online platform and the supplier must be
clearly understood.

part to play in the creation or delivery of the
products or services sold over its platform.
Much of this discussion focuses on whether an
online platform ought to be considered an
active agent of the supplier of the goods or
services. The answer to this depends on a
number of factors, in particular, the
contractual relationships established by the
terms of use for each individual platform.

nature of their operations (for example, we
have seen online platforms fail because service
providers, connected to customers via the
online platform, have been deemed to be
employees of the platform itself3); or (ii) by
inadvertently infringing a third party´s
intellectual property rights, for example,
trademark infringement by inadvertently
selling counterfeit goods4.

An understanding of the key contractual
relationships that arise during a regular
transaction effected through a target´s
platform is an important consideration for
diligence purposes. This is because an
understanding of the key contractual
relationships will inform an investor as to
where liability falls between the target and
suppliers and the target and the ultimate
consumers – different liability positions will
carry different reputational risks for the
target´s business.

It is also important to consider the tax position
of the target. As with the regulatory landscape,
the disruption caused by online platforms and
their extra-territorial nature has meant that
many stakeholders, including the platforms
themselves and the tax, customs and excise
authorities in the jurisdictions in which they
operate, have yet to establish definitively the
applicable tax or customs regimes which apply
to the platform or the goods and services they
provide. Given the considerable media and
political attention afforded to multinational
corporations´ structuring of their tax affairs in
recent years, a failure to fully understand the
tax and customs and excise regimes which are
applicable to an online platform (of which
there may be many) could have significant
reputational consequences, not to mention the
adverse economic effects which a significant
historic tax charge or a future change in tax
treatment of the business or goods or services
may have on the target's financial prospects.

In practice, an online platform will (to the
extent it is entitled) set parameters around its
liability position in its end user contracts.
Some platforms accept liability for loss or
damage caused by their products; others will
seek to exclude all liability that can be legally
excluded. The extent to which the exclusion of
any liability is enforceable will depend on the
jurisdiction, the applicable laws and the facts
on a case-by-case basis.
Online platforms have also been in the
spotlight in recent years for inadvertently
taking on liability either: (i) as deemed
employers given their business model and the

It is also worth noting the importance of
addressing anti-bribery and corruption risks.
Some online platforms view themselves as
“low risk” business models (particularly given
the way they often evolve and their lack of

In addition to the usual data protection
considerations to be taken into account, with
the coming into force of the new EU General
Data Protection Regulation in 2018 which
brings a more onerous regime regarding data
sharing and transferring and more significant
penalties for non-compliance, it is particularly
important that any target operates in a way
that is compliant with existing and impending
legislation, particularly pre-IPO.

Where is the potential?

As with any investment, a minority investor
will need to assess an investment´s potential
for growth. A minority investor should
understand a target´s growth plans and
strategy and assess, from an objective
perspective, whether those plans and
strategies are realistic in light of the platform´s
broader business context, which will be
shaped by innovation and trends in both: (i)
the digital space; and (ii) the industry within
which the online platform operates.
Our recent experience includes working
with online platforms that are pursuing less
conventional growth strategies, such as
expanding operations by moving (or
'reversing') into bricks and mortar retailing
having started life online. Similarly, the

FOOTNOTES:
3. For example, see: Why Homejoy failed… And the
future of the On-Demand Economy, TechCrunch
(31 July, 2015) <https://techcrunch.
com/2015/07/31/why-homejoy-failed-andthe-future-of-the-on-demand-economy/>
4. For example, see: ECJ judgement in L´Oréal v eBay,
C-324/09.
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“...prospective minority
investors should ensure that
their diligence process assures
them that protections for key
intellectual property rights
associated with the online
platform, as well as the
business´s data, know-how
and the target´s business
processes are in place...”

Key considerations
where an online platform´s real value lies;
what the legal and regulatory constraints
(if any) of the industry within which the
platform operates are and whether the
target has appropriate structures in place
to enable compliance;
where the target´s liability (and therefore
reputational) risks lie;
how the target is protecting IP and data;
and
whether real growth potential exists.

increasing use of virtual reality and augmented
reality as 'additional' tools to grow the success
of an online platform is a trend that we are
starting to see. Knowing that the target has a
growth strategy with real potential is essential
to understanding the true value of the
investment. At the same time, this type of
diligence may assist a minority investor to
recognise genuine business risk and
potentially problematic issues in a
target´s expansion plans.
Depending on the preferred level of diligence,
a minority investor may also wish to consider
whether extraneous factors are likely to have
a bearing on a target´s growth strategy
such as licensing requirements or
competition approvals.

Conclusion
We are witnessing growth in the
number of private equity investors taking up
minority stakes in businesses that operate
online platforms. In preparation for doing so,
these investors are carrying out diligence
processes which in our experience vary
remarkably both in terms of scope and
intensity. Some minority investors will only
look for restrictions or red flags that might
convince them not to invest, whilst others will
take a more cautious approach. But regardless
of the style of diligence conducted, a
prospective investor should always be mindful
of certain key considerations (see 'Key
considerations' box).

“A minority investor should
understand a target's growth plans
and strategy and assess whether
those plans and strategies are
realistic in light of the platform's
broader business context...”
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MINORITY INVESTMENTS
While minority investments have long been a common feature of
smaller-growth or venture capital deals, more recently they have become
increasingly prevalent in private equity transactions. A recent BCG
analysis of several private equity firms revealed a surge in minority deals in
recent years, from an average of 13 per cent of deals done globally from
2004–2007 to 27 per cent of deals since 2008.
Pre-2008, private equity investors might have
taken minority positions as part of buyout
consortia or club deals, where private equity
houses team up with rivals to bid for larger
assets in order to boost their firepower (and
hedge their risk) – much as CVC,
Charterhouse and Permira's merger of
portfolio companies Saga and the AA to form
Acromas in 2007 and Cinven and BC Partners'
investment in Amadeus in 2005. However,
after these types of deals fell out of favour
during the financial crisis, private equity firms
have increasingly taken minority positions,
often alongside other PE houses and
institutional investors, including sovereign
wealth funds and pension funds. In one high
profile recent deal, BlackRock Private Equity
Partners reportedly invested £144.6 million
alongside Belgian investment firm Sofina in
return for an 11% stake in The Hut Group, with
the e-commerce platform having already
received a £100 million minority investment
from KKR in 2014. Recent minority

investments have also been made into
Deliveroo (by Bridgepoint) and high street
food chain Leon (by Spice Private Equity).
From a seller or target company´s perspective,
the sale of a minority stake enables them to
raise capital while maintaining control. This
can be appealing both for traditional, family
owned businesses and also for start-ups, with
young entrepreneurial founders - for example,
BrewDog, the brewery and bar start-up
founded by two university friends in 2007,
recently received £213 million in investment
from TSG Capital Partners in return for 22% of
the company (with BrewDog positioning itself
as an "independent" rebel against the "big
business" likes of AbInBev, Carlsberg and
Heineken, it was important that the founders
were able to maintain control over the
business, while benefiting from the additional
capital, expertise and market credibility which
a private equity investor
can provide).
FROM TOP
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Indeed, sellers and target companies are
often seeking the specific expertise and
credibility that an independent, professional
investor can provide, in particular in respect
of knowledge in complementary industries,
sectors and geographies or expertise in
M&A and/or IPOs. A quarter of deals
analysed by BCG in 2015 explicitly
mentioned that an important benefit of the
transaction was access to the expertise that
private equity funds can provide.
From the private equity investor´s
perspective, the fact that most minority
sales tend not to involve formal auctions,
as well as the lack of a control premium,
reduces the risk of overpaying. Recent
research has also found that the traditional
thinking that majority investments
outperform minority investments is
outdated, and that there is not necessarily a
significant performance differential between
majority and minority deals.
As noted by Jefferies in a recent M&A
market update, we have also begun seeing
private equity increasingly undertaking
minority stake sales of their portfolio
companies, such as BC Partners’ sale of a
30% stake in Mergermarket to Singaporean
wealth fund GIC for a reported £300m,
valuing the whole of Mergermarket at
approximately £1bn. A key benefit for a
sponsor selling a minority stake is the ability
to mark the remaining investment to market
within their fund. It also reduces exposure to
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a single investment, which may have grown
considerably in size since the initial
investment, whilst locking in returns and
retaining control over future upside. These
sales of minority stakes are likely to present
further opportunities for PE investors to take
minority positions.
The considerations and issues involved in a
non-control, minority investment are
obviously different from those involved in a
majority buyout or other private equity
transaction where the investor acquires a
controlling equity position in the target
company. In this article we set out some of
the key differences between the typical
characteristics and terms of a private equity
majority buyout and a minority investment.
There are obviously numerous ways in
which minority investments can be
structured (in terms of the form of equity or
debt instruments) and any such structuring
will be subject to tax and accounting
considerations. However, for the purposes
of this article, we have focussed primarily on
the key terms attaching to equity instruments.
Control
The rights attaching to a minority
investment will obviously depend upon a
number of factors, including the size of the
investor´s proposed shareholding, the
commercial bargaining power of the parties,
the involvement of other investors and the
parties´ rationale for the investment.

That said, generally speaking, the key
difference between a typical private equity
majority buyout and a minority investment will
be the private equity investor´s ability to
control the target company. The investors
making a minority investment do not typically
have the ability to control the board of
directors or otherwise operate or manage the
company on a day-to-day basis. Minority
investors will therefore seek to monitor and
protect their investment in ways which will be
familiar to private equity sponsors, such as:
representation on, or at meetings of,
the board of directors;
investor consent or veto rights;
information rights and other
affirmative covenants; and
economic downside and other protections.
Representation on the board:
appointment rights vs observer rights
On a minority investment, while certain
minority shareholders might have a right
to appoint directors (either alone or in
common with other investors) it is unlikely
that a particular minority investor (acting
alone) will be able to command a
board majority.
In the absence of this level of control,
minority investors will therefore wish to
agree that a particular number of board
seats are filled by the senior management

EUROPEAN PRIVATE EQUITY REVIEW
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“...a minority investor may
prefer to have the right to
appoint a board observer,
who can attend board
meetings and speak, but
not vote, so that the views
of the relevant minority
investors are represented
(and can lend their
expertise) without the
responsibility associated
with making day-to-day
decisions.”

of the business or by independent directors
with relevant industry experience – the
commercial aim being to get a board
balanced between founders, management,
investors and independents, but not one
which is so large it becomes unwieldy.
In the absence of a board majority or
control over the day-to-day operations of
the company, a minority investor´s concerns
surrounding their board appointee´s
fiduciary duties may be heightened and, for
this reason, they may prefer to have the right
to appoint a board observer, who can attend
board meetings and speak, but not vote, so
that the views of the relevant minority
investor are represented (and can lend their
expertise) without the responsibility
associated with making day-to-day
decisions. An observer will also give the
minority shareholder more immediate
access to information on decisions taken at
board level, where it has no right to appoint
a director.
In the absence of control and board
representation or an observer, information
rights, such as rights to receive business plans
and budgets, monthly management accounts,
performance updates and notices of material
transactions or changes to/performance of the
target companies business, will obviously be
even more important for a minority investor.
Veto or consent rights: operational control
vs minority protections
As with a private equity house on a buyout, a
minority investor will typically have consent or
veto rights that restrict certain actions by the

target company without the prior approval of
an investor or a class of investors.
Again, the extent of these consent or veto
rights will depend upon the relevant
shareholdings and/or the rationale for the
investment. However, on a minority
investment, we would expect these consent or
veto rights to be limited to matters necessary
to protect the minority investor´s investment
(such as certain proposals to issue shares,
vary the rights attaching to an investor´s
shares or instigate a sale process), rather than
the more day-to-day, operational business
matters. Day-to-day, operational matters may
be more likely to be subject to the consent of a
majority or a specific percentage (eg, a super
majority) of any class of shareholder (rather
than the unilateral consent of any particular
shareholder), so a private equity investor may
be reliant on its co-investors to act in the wider
shareholder class´ best interests.
On the basis that shareholder consent or
veto rights may be more limited, we might
expect to see a longer list of operational
matters reserved for the board, such as the
entry into transactions, contracts or litigation
or indebtedness above certain agreed
thresholds.
A minority investor with a right to appoint a
director will obviously be more comfortable to
delegate more consent/veto rights to the
board. However, in most markets, the
advantage of shareholder consent or veto
rights is that, unlike when making decisions in
its role as a director, the investor is not subject
to any fiduciary duties when deciding whether
to exercise any of these veto rights as a

shareholder – the investor is free to veto any of
these actions based on its own best interests,
without having to consider whether it is in the
overall best interests of the company or its
other shareholders. A minority investor with a
board appointee will therefore lose this ability
to “act selfishly” in deciding whether to
approve or veto a specific matter where this
control is effected at board level.
It should be noted that, broadly speaking, the
greater the level of involvement in the target
company´s business (including the extent of
its board or shareholder reserved matters), the
more likely the investor will need to consider
competition law, foreign investment controls
or other regulatory considerations. In
particular, control over the target company´s
business plan, budget or appointment of the
CEO is likely to trigger a requirement for
merger filings where financial thresholds,
particularly among the investor base, are met.
In negotiating any consent or veto rights, a
private equity investor should be mindful of
any merger or other filing requirements these might represent not only impediments
to completion of the initial investment, but also
any additional investment on transfer of its
investment at a later date.
Such veto rights can also give rise to concerns
over complicity in unlawful practices. In
Europe, investment firms have been found to
be liable for the actions of their portfolio
companies – in a notable decision from 2015,
the Dutch Authority for Consumers and
Markets held the CVC Group to be jointly and
severally liable with their subsidiary Meneba
for the latter´s involvement in a flour cartel: the
CVC Group had exercised "decisive influence"
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over Meneba during the period of infringement
through veto rights and board representation,
notwithstanding the fact that they only held a
minority stake.
Downside protections

Liquidation preference

LIQUIDATION
PREFERENCE
A liquidation preference provides a
holder of preferred equity the right to
receive a return of its invested capital
(typically along with accumulated
dividends, if any) in preference to other
shareholders on a liquidity event.
There are three varieties of
liquidation preference:
Fully participating – the investor
will receive its liquidation preference
(typically 1x investment, but it can
be more) and then share in any
remaining liquidation proceeds with
or without a catch up for other
investors
Capped participating – the investor
will receive its liquidation preference
and then share in any remaining
liquidation proceeds up to a certain
level or multiple
Non-participating – the investor does
not participate in any liquidation
proceeds after receiving their
liquidation preference (also known
as a “simple preferred” or
“non-participating preferred)”

Given the likely lack of control which a
minority investor will have over the operation
of the business, an investor making a minority
investment will want greater assurances with
respect to a return on (or at least protection
of) their investment. As a result, minority
investments are typically structured to
guarantee a return of invested capital,
sometimes together with a minimum return,
before any distributions to other equity
holders. In the context of equity instruments,
this objective is most commonly achieved by
way of the subscription by the investor for
preferred equity with the benefit of a
liquidation preference (see 'Liquidation
preference' box).

Convertible debt securities

Another means by which a minority investor
might seek to protect its investment would
be through the taking of convertible debt
instruments. These provide the investor with
a fixed income, with an opportunity to convert
into equity on a future date or event
(exercisable at the election of the investor/
borrower or mandatorily, such as on an IPO or
sale). Convertible securities have the additional
benefits that they will rank ahead of equity in
an insolvency scenario and can also be secured
against the assets of the target company.

Other downside protections
Another means by which a minority investor
might seek to protect its investment (in a way
not dissimilar to a majority investment) is to
negotiate affirmative or negative covenants
from the target company. These might include:
meeting budget, achieving business plan
milestones or other performance criteria,
such as achieving or maintaining specific
EBITDA or NAV and/or continuing
compliance with banking covenants;
complying with laws (in particular
surrounding issues such as anti-bribery
and corruption issues or sanctions);
protecting material intellectual property
rights; and
retaining a founder or key member of
management and/or maintaining a
minimum amount of key man insurance
coverage.
An investor might bolster these covenants by
negotiating specified remedies on certain
breaches or defaults by the company. The
remedies for non-compliance vary and often
depend on the type of non-compliance event
that occurs and the commercial bargaining
position and risk or reputational appetite of the
investor, but might include:
enhanced financial rights, such as increased
dividends or interest on equity or securities;
enhanced governance rights, which may
include the right to step in and appoint a
majority of the board;

In the context of venture capital style
investments, follow-on investors may
“stack” their liquidation preferences,
so a later investor will get their
preference first, in preference to
an earlier investor.
The preferred shares will come with
a right to convert to ordinary shares
should the investor determine on a
liquidation that they would be better
off getting paid on an as-converted
ordinary share basis rather than
accepting the liquidation preference
and any participation amount (if any).
The preferred shares may also convert
automatically on certain trigger events,
such as a Qualifying IPO or a
Qualifying Sale (see below).

“...minority investments
are typically structured to
guarantee a return of
invested capital,
sometimes together with
a minimum return...”
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pre-emptive rights or pro rata participation
on a future issue of shares;
corporate structural anti-dilution
provisions on certain “adjustment events”
(such as a return of capital, bonus issue of
shares or other securities or a sub-division
or consolidation of shares); and
purchase price anti-dilution provisions to
ensure that the value of an investor´s
investment is not diluted due to a lower price
per share being used on a further funding
round (known as a “down round”).
It is common for minority investors´
anti-dilution rights to be subject to certain
exceptions (or “Permitted Share Issues”)
which might include:
the issuance by the company of equity
incentives to employees;
shares issued on an acquisition or other
strategic transaction; or

a right to consent to operational reserved
matters (including approval of the budget,
business plan and the appointment of senior
managers);
the amendment of the rights attached to
the shareholder´s shares, such that an
investor (or investors) control a majority
of the voting rights;
the right to initiate a liquidity event; or
a redemption right or put or call option
against the other shareholder or
shareholders, to provide an immediate exit
for the investor.
Redemption rights or put and call options
are an aggressive remedy. However, they can
be justified where a private equity investor has
regulatory or reputational concerns regarding
the target´s business and requires an
immediate ‘regulatory out’ in the event any
such regulatory or reputational issues
materialise. However, it should be noted that,
while a redemption right or a put or call option
might be used as leverage to force a sale of the
company, in practice an investor might find it
difficult to enforce a mandatory redemption or
put or call option when the company or the
other investors have limited financial resources.
Liquidity and further funding obligations
Unlike on a majority investment, it is
unlikely that a private equity minority
investor will be in a positon to completely
control the timing of an exit or dictate any
requirement for future funding. On this
basis, minority investors will need to ensure
that a framework for liquidity and further

funding is put in place at the outset
of their investment.

Lock up

The target company and/or other investors
are likely to expect to impose restrictions on
the ability of a minority investor to transfer its
shareholding, with any transfers being limited
to a prescribed list of permitted transferees
(such as affiliates/members of the same group
or fund group as the relevant investor).

Right of first refusal and right of first offer

shares or other convertible securities
issued to lenders as 'equity kickers' in
loan transactions.
It is therefore important to understand
the target companies fully diluted share
capital position, including all options,
warrants or other convertible securities
(in particular any employee option pool)
and further acquisition financing and/or
employee incentive strategies at an
early stage and to factor these into the
pricing/valuation discussions with the
sellers/the target company.

Beyond this list of permitted transferees,
any transfers by a minority investor are likely
to be subject to pre-emption rights in favour
of the other shareholders.

Further funding obligations: pay to play

The company and/or other shareholders
will typically want either a right of first
refusal or a right of first offer, giving the other
shareholders the option to purchase another
shareholder´s shares before any transfer to a
third party. These restrictions have a chilling
effect on liquidity – rights of first refusal, in
particular, can limit the pool of buyers and
lower the price that an investor receives for
its shares, as third parties are often hesitant
to expend the time and cost of making a
potential investment if an existing investor
can step in and reap the benefit of such
negotiations.

An investor (or investors) might use pay to
play provisions when they wish to incentivise
all other existing investors to participate in any
future financings (in particular down round
financings). Pay to play provisions are most
commonly found in early stage, venture capital
investments, where investors anticipate the
company will require multiple rounds of
financing prior to a meaningful exit. These
provisions “punish” existing investors who do
not participate pro rata in a later round of
financing (or reward those investors who do
participate) by, for example:

Anti-dilution

A minority investor will want a right to
maintain its percentage ownership and the
economic value of its investment in the event
of further equity issues by the target
company. These will usually take the form of:

A provision which a private equity investor
might not be used to being subject to is
a “pay to play” provision.

permanently stripping anti-dilution
protection for non-participating investors;
converting non-participating investors´
convertible preferred shares, or convertible
debt securities, to ordinary equity or a new
class of preferred equity with fewer rights
and protections; or
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exchanging participating investors´
preferred equity or debt securities for
either similar equities or securities with
better economic rights (such as a senior
liquidation preference) or to the new senior
securities offered in the later financing.
Pay to play provisions are, generally
speaking, beneficial to an investor group (and
the target company) because they encourage
all investors to continue to reinvest in the
company during periods when the financing
may be needed most. However, a minority
investor will want to be clear at the outset
what any future funding obligations might be
and the consequences of not participating.
Planning for an exit

Exit scenarios

As a minority investor may not be in a positon
to control the timing or the manner of an exit,
it is important to agree the situations in which
it will be able to, or may be forced to, exit its
investment and what its rights or obligations
will be in each such scenario.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

Drag Along
A minority investor does not typically receive
a drag along right, which is typically a right
only given to a majority shareholder (or a
majority of shareholders acting together).
However, a minority investor who is subject to
a drag may sometimes be able to negotiate a
right to veto or block a drag sale priced below
a certain threshold (known as a "Qualifying
Sale"). The right to block a drag sale that is
not a Qualifying Sale can be particularly
important for later stage investors where
there may be friction over acceptable exit
valuations between the later stage investors
(which invested at a higher valuation) and
earlier stage investors or founders (who
invested at lower valuations).
Tag Along
A minority investor can typically expect to
have the benefit of a tag along right
(sometimes known as a co-sale right). As with
a drag right, the tag right could be exercisable
on a transfer of a certain percentage
shareholding by one or more other

EXAMPLES OF RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS ON AN EXIT
Where the exit is by way of a sale
the right (either alone or together
with other shareholders) to appoint
professional financial advisers on
behalf of the company to advise on
the sale
confirmation as to how the purchase
price will be calculated
confirmation as to the form of
consideration which a minority
investor must accept
the timing for completion of a
sale, including any mechanisms
for any minority investor internal
approvals or purchaser anti-trust
or other regulatory or foreign
investment approvals
confirmation as to whether any
consideration can be subject to
any post-completion retention or
earn-out arrangements
confirmation as to whether a minority
investor will be required to give any
warranties or indemnities to a
purchaser (other than standard title
and capacity warranties)

Where the exit is by way of an IPO
the right to participate in the listing,
including any obligations to have
regard to the recommendation of the
company´s brokers in determining
their respective sale of shares and any
priority of any of the investors over
other shareholders to include their
securities in a primary offering or
secondary offering
the extent to which a minority investor
might be subject to any lock-up period
following completion of the IPO
where the exit might end up being by
way of IPO on a US securities
exchange, any right of the minority
investor to registration rights, so that
the minority investor can freely resell
the securities to the public without
registration or exemption from
registration with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC)

shareholders, on a change of control or
perhaps on a transfer by a specific shareholder
or shareholders (eg, the founder(s)). Detailed
terms on the proportion to be sold in a tag
along and exposure to warranties will need to
be considered (see also 'Examples of rights
and obligations on an exit' box below).
IPO
In many minority investments, particularly
venture capital style investments, the ultimate
end goal of the investors will be an IPO. It will
therefore often be common for provisions to
be included which dictate when and how an
IPO may be initiated.
A right to initiate an IPO might be subject to
the consent of a certain majority
of the investors (or class of investors, often
the later stage investors) or may simply be
subject to the IPO satisfying minimum price
(and sometimes minimum aggregate
size) requirements (often referred to as a
“Qualifying IPO”). A Qualifying IPO will likely
trigger the automatic conversion of preferred
shares into ordinary shares (on the basis that
the investment bank will want to see everyone
convert into ordinary shares at the time
of an IPO) so, in these instances, it is
particularly important that the investor is
comfortable that the Qualifying IPO valuation
will guarantee it sufficient returns.
Redemption or put rights
A minority investor may seek a "guaranteed
exit" by way of redemption rights or put if
liquidity is not otherwise achieved by a defined
date. This will again necessitate consideration
of the financial strength of the counterparty or
company law constraints on redemption as
well as the willingness of the majority to stand
behind such an exit.
Conclusion
Whether investing alone, as part of buy-out
consortia, or alongside other PE or institutional
investors, private equity sponsors are
increasingly undertaking, and realising returns
from, minority investments. While many of the
terms and concepts of a minority investment
will be familiar to a private equity investor,
the lack of control which characterises such
investments means that the investor will need
to ensure that its investment (and return)
is adequately protected and that its route
to (and rights and obligations on) an exit
are clear.
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SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM
IN EUROPE: OVERVIEW
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PRIVATE EQUITY
Shareholder activism continues to grow in prevalence and significance
in Europe, in common with global trends. While shareholder activism is
not new to the European market, the type of investors undertaking
activism, the companies that they are targeting and the outcomes that
they are seeking to achieve have continued to evolve over recent years,
influenced in large part by the development of such activity in the US.
This increase in shareholder activism may, in some situations, provide
an opportunity for private equity: it can create high quality targets
through operational reforms to the whole business and through
disposals arising from restructuring. With European private equity
currently sitting on, according to Prequin data, €170 billion of cash
reserves, buy-side private equity is thought to welcome such increased
M&A activity.

What is shareholder activism?
‘Shareholder activism’ is a generic term that
is usually used to describe an approach by a
shareholder or shareholder group to a
company’s board and, if necessary, to its
fellow shareholders, seeking to effect
change within a company.
Shareholder activism campaigns in Europe
can be categorised in many different ways.
One simple approach is to distinguish
between: event-driven activism, where an
activist shareholder will seek to assert its
influence on a company’s then-current
corporate activity, particularly in relation to
a takeover or other M&A situation; and
strategic or operational activism where,
outside of a company’s current corporate
activity, a shareholder activist seeks to
address operational performance, balance
sheet and/or other strategic issues, or
other longer-term concerns, such as
governance or remuneration. Both types of
activism create opportunities for private
equity as a potential buyer of an asset that
has been improved by activist reforms.
Just as the type of shareholder activism can
vary broadly, there is no one type of
shareholder activist in Europe. Some
activists are investment funds where

activism forms part of their business model:
it is these investors that are generally
classed as ‘activist’ shareholders. Equally,
existing shareholders may become ‘active’
shareholders, for example, where they
consider that the company is underperforming or they disagree with the
decisions being made by the company’s
board.
Where does shareholder activism
take place?
Globally, shareholder activism has seen a
substantial increase over the past five
years. According to Activist Insight, in
2016, the number of companies targeted by
activists worldwide increased to 758,
compared to 673 in 2015. Shareholder
activism has been a long-term feature of US
markets; however, it is increasingly being
exported overseas – 2016 saw 302
companies outside of the US being
publically subjected to activist demands,
compared to 255 in 2015. European and UK
markets are key to this global trend:
between 2010 and 2015, the number of
shareholder activist campaigns in Europe
(including the UK) increased by 126%, with
43 UK companies being publicly subjected
to activist demands in 2016, compared to
27 in 2015. 5

FROM TOP
Gavin Davies
Mark Bardell

Focus on the UK
In the UK, corporate law has always
provided a strong basis of shareholder
rights from which to challenge
management.
These statutory provisions provide an
activist shareholder with the means of
amplifying its influence beyond the size of
its shareholding (which in some cases may
be quite small (see 'UK company law' box).
This, together with concerted efforts over
many years by UK regulators and
policy-makers to encourage more active
shareholder engagement (particularly in
light of the failures identified in relation to
the global financial crisis), has resulted in a
legal and regulatory framework in the UK
that is arguably the most benign framework
for possible activist activities in Europe.
This is evidenced in the fact that 44% of
shareholder activism campaigns in Europe
in 2016 took place in the UK according to
data from Activist Insight.
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Uk company law – relevant thresholds

Meetings and resolutions

5% shareholding – ability to requisition
a general meeting and propose a
resolution to be considered at that
general meeting
5% or 100 shareholders with an
average shareholding of £100 – ability
to requisition a specific resolution to
be considered at an AGM

Voting

25% shareholding – ability to block
special resolutions
50% (plus 1 share) shareholding –
ability to pass ordinary resolutions

Note that the above voting thresholds
refer to percentages of shareholders
present and voting at the meeting – it is
generally thought that FTSE 350
shareholder turnout is around the 70%
mark. Therefore, a much smaller overall
bloc of shareholders may be able to pass
or block resolutions, depending on
turnout.

“...some activists are
applying a private equity
methodology to public
investing by focusing their
demands on operational
and strategic changes
such as cost-cutting.”

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

Targeted shareholder activist funds
operating in the UK are generally well
researched, tactically astute and
determined, and come armed with the
funds needed to support their campaigns.
Such activists will be prepared for a hostile
response (and will not shy away from public
disagreement) but may prefer to reach a
consensual agreement with a board if they
can. They are persistent (some with
multi-year time horizons on their
investment) and relatively resistant in the
face of an initial knockback (with a number
of examples of activists willingly reiterating
arguments and returning to shareholders
for a second shareholder vote).
Key trends in shareholder activism

Event–driven activism

Shareholder activism in Europe and the UK
has been traditionally focused on the
performance and remuneration of
executive directors and requests for board
representation by activists. Over the past
decade, however, the type and objectives of
shareholder activist have evolved and an
increasing number of activist campaigns
have been event driven, involving company

M&A (both private and public) or other
corporate activity (including the return of
value to shareholders via dividends or share
buybacks). According to data from Activist
Insight, so far in 2017, roughly 32% of
activist campaigns launched in Europe were
related to company M&A or other company
balance sheet concerns.
In the UK, for example, whenever a
company is required to obtain prior
shareholder approval to acquire or dispose
of a company or business (for example, if
the transaction is a class 1 or related party
transaction for the purposes of the UK
Listing Rules), shareholders are given the
ability to reject a deal after it has been
conditionally agreed by the company’s
board. In M&A situations that are
dependent on shareholder approval,
activists may seek to influence a particular
outcome through public criticism, proxy
solicitation, lobbying of institutional
investors or proposing alternative
transactions.
In public takeover situations, where the
ultimate decision as to whether to proceed
with the transaction rests with the
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shareholders of the target company, activist
investors can wield a significant influence.
This is the case even at the early stages of a
potential bid, by encouraging a target board
to negotiate with the bidder or, on the other
hand, indicating that they will not accept an
offer below a certain minimum level to
attempt to encourage an increase in the
bidder’s offer price.

Operational change

In 2016 in Europe, just over 17% of public
activist demands were related to the
balance sheet or business strategy, up from
10% in 2015. Some of this balance sheet
activism focuses on traditional activist
approaches to returning immediate value to
shareholders through share buybacks or
dividends. However, in terms of retaining
and creating long-term value, some activists
are applying a private equity methodology
to public investing by focusing their
demands on operational and strategic
changes such as cost-cutting. While the
verdict on the investment returns stemming
from such an approach has been mixed,
demands in this area have nonetheless
increased dramatically since 2010
according to data from Activist Insight.
Some activists are beginning to work
alongside management – a proposition
familiar to private equity. Indeed, in the US,
a new nomenclature shows this change in
attitudes. ‘White hat’ has been introduced
in recent years to identify a less contentious
form of ‘constructive activism’ with a focus
on medium to long-term value creation.
‘White-hat’ activists are characterised as
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typically favouring more collaborative
measures conducted in private (usually on
a consensual basis) and as only instigating
a public activist campaign as a last resort.
An example of this 'collaborative' trend is
provided by 'engaged investor' Gresham
House Strategic whose strategy of 'applying
a private equity approach to public markets'
sees them acquire stakes in AIM-listed
companies. As reported by realdeals, they
then work closely with management over
three to five years to build value and meet
internal returns targets, before seeking an
exit.

Focus on the consumer sector

There can be phases of the economic cycle
where certain sectors are a particular focus
for funds (eg, historically 'Opco'/'Propco'
separation or conglomerate break-ups).
Shareholder activism in the consumer
sector is not new; in 2007 Cadbury
Schweppes announced a demerger of its
confectionery and soft drinks business at a
stage when Trian was holding 3% of the
company's shares and leading calls for such
a change.
Large international consumer companies
currently face challenges around focuses
and efficiencies, against a background of
slowing sales growth and thinning margins.
Activists are currently looking at
opportunities for value to be created in
such consumer companies, through
cost-cutting, the use of leverage and other
tools. Such strategies have also been used
by private equity investors in the sector

with some success. In early 2017, Unilever
was targeted for a takeover by 3G Capital
(through Kraft Heinz as buyer)
demonstrating that European consumer
companies may also become subject to
such attention. According to Financial
Times, it is thought that countryagonistic activists may also seek to emulate
these reforms and profits by also targeting
consumer companies in Europe who have
underperformed the wider market.
Private equity will be watching the
consumer sector closely as there is the
potential for disposals from such activist
involvement.
Why is shareholder activism of interest
to the private equity community?

Business models

Firstly, some activist funds are themselves
a form of private equity: private, or
sometimes listed funds, seeking
operational turnaround and value
improvement in investee companies, albeit
without taking them private ('private
turnaround in the public space'). While
private equity funds traditionally focus on
control transactions off the public markets
(or are restricted to such investments),
there are already some funds which
operate in both spaces. It will be interesting
to see if more of the large private equity
funds take an interest in moving into the
shareholder activism field, as they further
diversify as alternative asset managers, or
whether shareholder activism will remain
the domain of specialist investors.
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“...shifts in the market
could provide an
opportunity for private
equity, in terms of the
creation of high quality
targets and investment
opportunities.”

M&A opportunities

Secondly shareholder activism can drive
M&A within corporates: a call for focus in a
business can lead to a corporate selling
non-core assets. In an environment when
there is generally too much unused private
equity money chasing too few
opportunities, shareholder intervention
leading to private M&A sales is usually
welcomed by the buy-side private equity
community - note recent reports that
Dubilier & Rice and Bain Capital are
preparing a £6 billion bid for the Unilever
spreads division.
Furthermore, by adopting the private equity
hallmarks of operational reform, some
activists are improving and creating high
quality assets – assets which private equity
may, in turn, look to acquire.

Private equity and public deals

Thirdly, as some private equity funds are
moving back into the UK public market, and
executing takeover deals, they may be
interested in opportunities created by
activists there as well. Activists may look to
encourage a company's board to return
value to its shareholders through a
leveraged private equity buyout. Indeed,
data from Activist Insight indicates that,
globally, private equity buyouts have been
responsible for nearly 18% of M&A exits by
activists since 2010. In the public markets,
private equity will also be cognisant of the
arbitrage model of some shareholder
activists.

Convergence and cooperation?

Lastly, it will be interesting to see what
convergence and cooperation might be
ahead for activists and private equity, with
activist funds considering private M&A
opportunities, and private equity funds
playing more actively in the public markets.
As companies which make good targets for
one are for the same reasons equally
attractive to the other, there may be
possibilities for such convergence and
cooperation.
Outlook
For a number of market structural reasons,
shareholder activism in Europe is unlikely to
reach the prevalence currently seen in the
US. But it will be interesting to see whether
US funds will indeed appear in Europe in
force over the next 12 months, a widely
anticipated development which has not yet
fully materialised. Notwithstanding this
development, Europe, and in particular the
UK, will likely remain a fertile ground for
activists to continue to seek targets for
strategic campaigns.
Such shifts in the market could provide an
opportunity for private equity, in terms of
the creation of high quality targets and
investment opportunities. Of particular
relevance is the consumer sector, where
some companies still carry excessive costs
and inefficiencies. With high levels of
private equity and activist interest in this
sector, contact between the two will likely
become more prevalent.
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MANAGEMENT
INCENTIVES IN PRIVATE
EQUITY-BACKED
PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
Managers of portfolio companies invested in by private
equity need to be properly remunerated and incentivised.
When designed and implemented correctly, management
incentives can generate a range of benefits for the portfolio
company, including better recruitment and retention rates,
better performing employees, better levels of employee
engagement and better returns for the private equity investor.

Paul Ellerman

On a traditional private equity majority
buy-out the private equity investor will reserve
a significant minority stake in the portfolio
company to incentivise management and to
align their interests with the private equity
investor, in the form of a 'co-investment
structure' (ie, shares acquired for fair value
where the managers are aligned with the
investment by the PE investor) or 'sweet
equity' (usually some form of equity ratchet
arrangement requiring the achievement of
hurdles and/or performance targets before
becoming 'in the money'). Whichever form
they take, these traditional MBO awards can
only be realised for value on an exit by the
private equity investor and to encourage
long-termism, many arrangements are
structured as one-off awards.
However, there may be situations where a
private equity investor is not in a position to
offer a minority stake to management (such as
on a minority investment at the time of the
investment) or where these traditional
methods of incentivisation are not appropriate,
such as on infrastructure investments, where
some investors can have an investment
horizon of 20 years or more (leading to some
infrastructure management teams receiving
periodic cash bonus awards rather than
long-term equity incentives). In such
scenarios, a private equity investor will
nonetheless still wish to properly incentivise
management.
There are many different ways to reward and
incentivise managers beyond the traditional
co-investment and ‘sweet equity’ models.

For example, a portfolio company manager´s
package might consist of salary and benefits
(set by reference to market levels), an annual
bonus for above target performance (based
on key performance indicators) and some
form of long-term incentive arrangement
(whether in form of cash or equity). As with

the traditional MBO incentivisation
mechanisms, under the long term incentive
arrangement, managers can still be given a
right to share in the upside, sometimes in
return for investing their own money, with the
aim of aligning the interests of management
and investors over the longer term.
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BOX 1 - CASH STRUCTURES
STRUCTURE

CASH
STRUCTURES
A key question in determining the
form of any long-term incentive
arrangement to be put in place is
whether to use equity or cash. Some
private equity investors (often those
from outside the US or Europe) are
uncomfortable with giving away the
equity and prefer to put in place
cash-based structures.
Box 1 - Cash structures focuses on
arrangements where managers are
incentivised by way of cash
structures. Advantages of using cash
structures include simplicity, the
private equity investors (and any
other shareholders in the life of an
investment) retaining 100% control,
there being no need for multiple
classes of shares and complex articles
of association and the ability to have
phased pay-outs without having to
either wait for an exit or needing to
create an internal market.
Disadvantages include the need for
the company to have sufficient cash
available and the fact that no
tax-planning opportunities exist (as
all pay-outs will be subject to income
tax and social security rather than
capital gains).

Phantom
shares/phantom
share options

DESCRIPTION

A synthetic structure whereby managers can enjoy the benefit
of a company´s share price growth over time without actually
being a shareholder.
A phantom share is a right to receive a cash payment equal to
the full value of a share in the company at a specified point in
time whereas a phantom share option is a right to receive a cash
payment equal to the growth in value of a share in the company
above a notional exercise price (or strike price) at a specified
point in time.
Subject to remaining in employment and, if applicable,
achieving set performance conditions, phantom shares provide
a guaranteed benefit to managers on vesting (ie, they always
have value so long as actual shares in the target have value),
whereas for managers to benefit from phantom share options,
the value of the underlying shares from which the option derives
its value must increase above the notional exercise price.
Realisation of the value underlying phantom shares and phantom
share option awards could be linked to an exit and be granted on
a phased basis over time to ensure continued incentivisation.
Unlike equity arrangements, phantom arrangements require
cash funding from the company. This liability will increase in
line with company value increases.
Managers´returns from phantom shares and phantom share
options could be capped if necessary (in particular, to ensure that
any associated employers´social security charges are capped).

Discretionary
long-term cash
incentive plan

Long-term cash incentive plan settled in cash with payments
at defined points in the future or on the occurrence of certain
events, for example satisfaction of a particular
performance condition.
Provided the performance condition has been met and the
manager remains employed by the company at the end of the
relevant period, the manager would be eligible to receive
the cash payment.
Unlike phantom shares and phantom share options, the cash
payments would not be linked to share value, rather the
potential benefit is fixed at the time of award.
Terms of the long-term cash incentive plan would
be governed by a set of plan rules.

Profit pool
arrangements/
notional dividends

A percentage of the company´s profits each year are set aside
to form a bonus pool for eligible managers.
Managers are allocated units representing a portion of the bonus
pool and payments to managers at defined points in time are
determined by reference to the value of the bonus pool and the
number of units held by that manager.
Instead of the bonus pool being linked to profits, the amount set
aside could be determined by reference to a proportion of
dividends actually declared by the board of the company.
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BOX 2 - EQUITY STRUCTURES
STRUCTURE

EQUITY
STRUCTURES
By contrast, Box 2 - Equity structures
sets out arrangements where
managers are incentivised in the form
of equity. Advantages include giving
management a real sense of
ownership of the business with
managers feeling that they have “a
seat at the table” when it comes to the
decision-making process; the fact
there is no need to use cash
resources; and tax planning
opportunities exist to achieve
favourable capital gains treatment.
Disadvantages of using equity
structures are that they can be
complex requiring different classes of
shares (although simple exit-only
option structures can be
implemented).

Employee Stock
Option Plan

DESCRIPTION

Grant of “market value” options in respect of which managers
benefit from the growth in share value since grant.
Options may become exercisable:
--after a set period of time;
--subject to the achievement of performance
conditions over a specified period; or
--on the achievement of an “exit”.

Performancebased Long-term
Incentive Plan /
Performance
Share Plan

Various different potential structures whereby certain key
managers are offered share awards or “nil cost” options to
acquire shares in the company.
Participants receive an award in respect of a number of shares,
with the face value on grant often calculated by reference to a
multiple of salary. Awards may also attract an additional amount
of cash (“dividend equivalents”) at the time of vesting.
The level of vesting is dependent on the achievement of
performance targets.
The right to acquire shares or exercise options may be linked
to certain events or circumstances, for example achievement
of certain key business and financial targets or performance
thresholds or on an exit.

Restricted Share
Plan/Time-based
Restricted Stock
Units (RSUs)

Similar to a Performance Share Plan but without attaching
performance conditions. Instead, vesting depends solely on
continued employment/service.
The restricted period is called a vesting period. Once the
vesting requirements are met, the employee will be able to
receive the shares or exercise the option.
As the award is not performance-based, participants are
guaranteed value (provided that the shares have value at the
end of the restricted period) if they remain employed. Awards
are therefore usually made over a smaller number of shares
than for a performance share plan.

Restricted Shares/
Restricted Stock

Similar to a Performance Share Plan or Restricted Share Plan
but with employees receiving shares upfront (rather than
following vesting), but with forfeiture restrictions attaching
so that if awards do not vest, shares need to be returned.
Restricted stock may be subject to performance conditions
or vesting may just be time-based.
As participants own the shares, albeit subject to the
forfeiture restrictions, they are able to vote on the shares
and receive dividends.
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BOX 2 - EQUITY STRUCTURES (CONTINUED)
STRUCTURE

Bonus Deferral/
Matching Share
Plan

DESCRIPTION

Part of a manager´s bonus is deferred into shares for a
period, usually of three years or more, following which the
shares are released.
Flexibility to operate deferral on a compulsory or voluntary
basis (although voluntary deferral may not be attractive without
a matching element – see below).
Plans are structured in a similar way to a Restricted Share Plan,
with vesting subject to continued employment or, less commonly,
to more tailored provisions such as post-termination covenants.
Once granted, no further performance conditions attach.
A matching element may also be introduced, by which a
matching award is granted by reference to a multiple of the
number of shares in the deferred award.
Vesting of matching shares may be subject to the
achievement of performance conditions.

Growth Shares/
Flowering Shares

Involves the creation of a new class of shares which are acquired
by employees and have a value provided for in the articles which
aligns to the growth in value of the company (ie, delivers a similar
financial benefit to a market value stock option but with
potentially more advantageous tax treatment).
The growth shares are, generally, subject to a hurdle, such that
the shares would have limited economic rights initially, but would
become entitled to a proportion of future increases in the value of
the company over the hurdle.
Employees pay for the growth shares (or alternatively are subject
to income tax and social security on their initial value). It is often
possible to establish a relatively low initial value for growth shares
to minimise any upfront income tax and social security.

Any of the above equity structures can be implemented on the basis that vesting is linked to
an exit but it is also possible to allow pre-exit vesting, with the employees being able to
receive value for their shares, either by using an employee benefit trust to create an internal
market for the shares (with any shares acquired by the employee benefit trust then being
available to satisfy further incentive awards) or by way of the company buying back its
shares from the employees.

Conclusion
There will be scenarios where traditional 'co-investment' and 'sweet equity' structures
employed by private equity on MBOs will not be appropriate. In such scenarios long-term
incentive arrangements will be required to align the private equity investors’ (and any other
shareholders in the case of a minority investment) and managers´ interests. The specific
arrangements used in portfolio companies will vary from investor to investor and company
to company with many private equity investors developing their own preferred incentive
model over time that they can implement efficiently and cheaply.
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